
Ohad Nachtomy co-edited (with Justin E.H. Smith) The Life Sciences in Early Modern Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013). The volume includes Professor Nachtomy’s chapter “What’s Infinity Got to Do with Life? The Role of Infinity in Leibniz’s Theory of Living Beings.”


John Drummond delivered the keynote address entitled "Who’d ‘a Thunk It? Celebrating the Centennial of Husserl’s Ideen I" at a conference devoted to Ideas I at Boston College on November 8, 2013. He also delivered one of the workshop papers entitled “The Doctrine of the Noema and the Theory of Reason.”

Jada Strabbing gave a presentation entitled "Moral Responsibility and the Psychopath" at Marist College on November 21, 2013.


Astrid O’Brien presented "One Layperson’s Appreciation of Vatican II" in the Adult Education program at St. Margaret of Cortona Church on November 25th, 2013.
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Other ‘Damned’ Things” at a colloquium on Fleck and Hermeneutic Philosophy of Science at the Collegium Helveticum of the ETH in Zürich, Switzerland on November 29, 2013. She was also interviewed by Cathy LeBlanc on Friday, November 22, 2013 in Lille, France on the tensions between analytic and continental philosophy discussed in her 2012 book, Le fin de pensée. The interview was podcast online at the site of CitéPhilo.

**Graduate Student News**

Turner Nevitt presented “Aristotle on Sensation: Some Problematic Contemporary Interpretations and a Medieval Solution” at the American Catholic Philosophical Association’s Annual Meeting in Indianapolis, IN on November 1, 2013.

Jacob Archambault presented “On Leibnizian Harmony and Malebranchian Occasionalism: Leibniz’s Cartesian Route out of Cartesian Dualism” at the Theistic Metaphysics and Naturalism: Society of Christian Philosophers’ 2013 Eastern Division Conference at the University of South Florida in Tampa, FL on October 25, 2013.

**Undergraduate Student News**

Andres Duran, a Senior in FCRH, was accepted into Phi Kappa Phi.

**Alumni News**

Babette Babich presented a paper entitled “Fleck’s The Genesis and Development of a Scientific Fact and the Pseudo-Sciences – Or How to Talk about AIDS, Homeopathy, and Other ‘Damned’ Things” at a colloquium on Fleck and Hermeneutic Philosophy of Science at the Collegium Helveticum of the ETH in Zürich, Switzerland on November 29, 2013. She was also interviewed by Cathy LeBlanc on Friday, November 22, 2013 in Lille, France on the tensions between analytic and continental philosophy discussed in her 2012 book, Le fin de pensée. The interview was podcast online at the site of CitéPhilo.
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**QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND SUBMISSIONS MAY BE SENT TO:**

AELNABLI@FORDHAM.EDU